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Sound Digital’s unequivocal commitment to expanding 
national radio choice 

A response to Ofcom’s invitation for comments on licence applications 

 

A one-off opportunity for the DAB sector 

i. The award of a second national commercial DAB multiplex licence is a key 
opportunity for the UK’s digital radio sector.  The new multiplex provides a 
platform for fresh content and innovation, offering the potential for a step-
change in consumer choice and DAB take-up.  The successful applicant 
will assume responsibility for realising this promise on behalf of listeners 
and the wider industry. 

ii. Sound Digital’s application provides an original and considered response to 
this challenge.  Every aspect of our proposals has been structured to 
provide certainty of delivery against Ofcom’s criteria.  Our innovative 
approach provides assurance that if Sound Digital is awarded the licence, 
the current opportunity for an exciting new chapter for DAB will not be 
missed and the ongoing progress towards securing radio’s digital future will 
not be placed at risk. 

iii. This short paper from Sound Digital has been submitted in response to 
Ofcom’s invitation for comments on the published licence applications.  
One of our overarching aims in making this submission is to dispel any 
doubt as to the unequivocal nature of the commitments underpinning 
Sound Digital’s ambitious proposals.  Our submission is made openly and 
publicly, and our reassertion 
of Sound Digital’s unwavering 
commitment is addressed as 
much to the wider digital radio 
industry as it is to Ofcom. 

iv. The latter part of this submission addresses how Sound Digital has 
effectively tackled the requirements of Ofcom’s general duties alongside 
the more specific application criteria. In particular we highlight the ways in 
which the commercial incentives of Sound Digital and its individual partners 
are aligned to ensure such competition thrives at both the multiplex 
operating level and the content level across national digital radio. 

v. Our open, accessible and even-handed approach to dealing with 
prospective content providers sets our application apart.  Moreover, our 
application offers pro-competition benefits at every level of the industry – 
between our shareholders, within the wider commercial radio industry, and 
against the BBC.  Sound Digital is committed to unlocking benefits for every 
listener, broadcaster, advertiser and practitioner associated with UK radio if 
awarded this licence. 
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Strong brands, heavyweight marketing and assurance of delivery 

vi. At the heart of Sound Digital’s application is our ambitious proposal to take 
an unprecedented ensemble of major well-loved brands and make them 
available exclusively on national DAB.  Each of these brands offers unique 
digital content, and when taken together they offer significant appeal across 
a wide range of tastes and interests – with 79% telling YouGov that they 
would listen to at least one of our stations.  Our brands are also backed by 
heavyweight marketing and cross-promotional support which will ensure 
widespread awareness and accelerated take-up of DAB. 

vii. One of the areas where Sound Digital’s application stands apart is in the 
number of confirmed new radio brands it contains.  Our application named 
six brand new stations which are not currently available on any existing 
platform – whether AM / FM, DAB or the internet.  These services are key 
to Sound Digital’s planned expansion in national DAB choice.   

viii. Our six brand new stations – talkRADIO, talkSPORT 2, talkBUSINESS, 
Virgin Radio, Magic Mellow and British Muslim Radio – each boast strong 
brands, significant editorial ambition, major marketing backing and credible 
business plans.  Their delivery is not subject to any further confirmation – 
be it financial, corporate or contractual – other than Ofcom’s licence award 
decision.  

ix. In addition to these brand new stations, Sound Digital’s line-up includes 
popular established services.  These include digital success stories such as 

heat radio and KISSTORY for whom national 
distribution is the next logical step in their 
development.  All but three of these established 
services are completely unique to digital radio.  The 
exceptions – Sunrise Radio, Premier Christian Radio 
and Planet Rock – are carried in just one or two local 
areas on AM or FM and their output is already tailored 
towards a national audience. 

x. We fully expect to add additional content to our line-up of 15 fully 
committed services and are providing Ofcom with an update on our 
continuing discussions with various content providers alongside this 
submission. 

xi. Not only does our application offer huge brand appeal and editorial 
distinctiveness, it benefits from unique underpinning in the form of the 
financial and legal commitments made by each of our shareholders and 
content providers and by our transmission provider.  Most notably, the 
shareholders have made binding commitments to fund fully the multiplex’s 
cost base for a minimum of 12 years from launch. 

xii. This underpinning provides a level of security that would have been 
unattainable had the company been structured as a speculative investment 
venture, if it were reliant on external debt-funding, or if our application 
proposals were not backed by executed contractual commitments by the 
relevant shareholders, content providers and suppliers. 
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xiii. In developing the Sound Digital coverage plan, detailed consideration was 
given to all of the potentially competing aspects of ‘extent of coverage’ 
which Ofcom will consider, notably; indoor population at 62 dBμV/m and 
above (whether measured as population or households), outdoor 
population at 54 dBμV/m and above (in-car listening), the geographical 
areas to be served, the provision of contiguous coverage between main 
population centres (to support in-car listening) and last but not least the 
financial implications of coverage on the viability of the multiplex business.  

xiv. Our 45 site transmission network which delivers against all of these criteria 
has been developed by our transmission provider Arqiva, who boast 
unmatched expertise and experience in delivering national DAB networks.  
Delivery of the network has already been secured under a binding 
transmission agreement.  Our plan makes exclusive use of sites which are 
already planned or are already in use for DAB.  This approach eliminates 
the possibility of delays to our roll-out timetable and provides crucial 
protection against adjacent channel interference. 

xv. On the viability point, Sound Digital has ensured the viability of the 
multiplex by the partners fully underwriting the costs for the entire term of 
the licence. Separately from multiplex viability, Sound Digital has 
considered in detail the cost effectiveness of carriage on the network for a 
wide range of content providers covering a wide range of business models 
to ensure the multiplex would 
provide the widest possible 
range of content for listeners 
calculated to promote the 
development of digital sound 
broadcasting in the UK as a 
whole. 

xvi. We have exercised care and diligence in estimating the coverage delivered 
by our network, and in verifying these estimates.  This provides us, Ofcom, 
our content providers and ultimately listeners with certainty that the 
coverage delivered if we are awarded the licence will match or exceed the 
estimates in our licence application. 

xvii. Our innovative, contractually secure and responsible business approach 
offers assurance that if awarded the UK’s second national DAB multiplex 
licence, Sound Digital will launch its ambitious content line-up and 45 site 
transmitter network within 12 months and successfully maintain the 
multiplex for the full 12 year licence term.  There will be no attempts to roll 
back on our commitments following the award of the licence and our 
proposals will be delivered in full. 

 

Enhancing competition at every level of the UK digital radio market 

xviii. Sound Digital recognised throughout the application process that alongside 
the specific licence application criteria, Ofcom has general statutory duties 
and a wide measure of discretion in balancing those statutory duties with 
other obligations. Ofcom identified the extent to which applicants’ 
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commercial incentives support competition in relation to terrestrial digital 
sound broadcasting as a particularly significant point.  

xix. To address this point, Sound Digital’s application has been carefully 
structured to increase competition in the provision of DAB multiplex and 
content services in the UK national digital radio market. This is achieved in 
large part by the commercial incentives of Sound Digital and its individual 
partners being aligned to encourage competition at all market levels 
(multiplex, content & advertising) while meeting the respective core 
business goals of each organisation. 

xx. Amongst the most visible examples of Sound Digital’s pro-competition 
philosophy is the competition fostered amongst our own shareholders 
through our plan to bring the Virgin Radio brand back to the UK airwaves.  
Virgin Radio will offer fresh and unique content.  It places two of Sound 
Digital’s shareholders – Bauer and UTV – in direct competition with each 
other and with other commercial operators of stations whose output 
includes rock music.  The beneficiaries of this rivalry will be listeners and 
radio advertisers. 

xxi. Sound Digital’s application should also leave no doubt about our content 
providers’ ambition to take the fight for audience squarely to the BBC.  Our 
innovative speech radio proposals aspire to grow the overall size of the 
commercial radio market by taking share from the licence fee funded 
broadcaster.  Our music services – including Magic Mellow, heat radio, 
Kisstory, Virgin Radio and Jazz FM – seek to do likewise. 

xxii. The BBC dominates speech radio as no other market in which it has a 
presence, with a listening share of around 80% according to RAJAR.  This 
imbalance is a result of a various historic factors – not least the distribution 
of spectrum, and economic factors such as the substantial production 

resources 
available to the 
BBC through the 
licence fee. 
 

xxiii. UTV’s ambitious speech radio proposals provide competition where it is 
most needed.  Their three brand new speech stations are underpinned by 
robust business plans which have been verified and developed with input 
from the leading advertising agency Mindshare.  UTV’s track record in 
investing in high quality programming, and in establishing a financially 
successful model for commercial speech radio where others have failed, 
provide confidence in its ability to lead the next wave of commercial speech 
radio expansion. 

xxiv. As well as exciting and competitive content from our shareholders, Sound 
Digital has cast the net wide to attract interest from third party content 
providers.  As the only applicant to declare its intention to bid publicly in 
advance – some six months ahead of the deadline – we were able to 
advertise widely for interest and as a result engaged with over 30 credible 
content providers.  No provider considering launching a national DAB 
service will have been unaware of the opportunity to do so with Sound 
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Digital, and we continue to welcome approaches from parties interested in 
capacity. 

xxv. Sound Digital has employed best industry practice in its dealings with third 
parties, so as to facilitate vibrant competition in the provision access to 
multiplex services.  Ofcom and the industry can be assured that each 
prospective content provider who has approached Sound Digital since its 
formation has been dealt with in a transparent and even-handed manner.  
Our open and accessible approach represents a key competitive strength 
for our application, particularly when coupled with the cost-effectiveness of 
our carriage. 

xxvi. Sound Digital’s starting point in considering any service will be the strength 
of the relevant content provider’s proposal and their ability to make the 
necessary contractual and financial commitments to multiplex capacity.  
Ofcom was provided with accounts of our dealings with each prospective 
content provider in advance of the closing date in the confidential version of 
our licence application. Each of these accounts provides a complete and 
factually accurate record of the discussions which took place. We are 
providing Ofcom with an update on subsequent discussions alongside this 
submission. 

xxvii. Another key area in which Sound Digital offers clear pro-competition 
benefits is in its shareholding structure. Both UTV and Bauer are entirely 
new entrants to national DAB multiplex ownership, and neither Arqiva nor 
either of the other shareholders has an overall controlling stake in the 
company.  Sound Digital is a new venture which was created to apply for 
the UK’s second national commercial DAB multiplex licence and carefully 
structured to meet the unique opportunity which it represents. 

xxviii. Sound Digital does not operate any other DAB licences and its three 
shareholders operate their existing multiplexes independently and in 
competition with each other.  Each of Arqiva, Bauer and UTV has 
exemplary track records in this regard, maintaining their commitments even 
as other operators have exited the 
market by divesting their interests 
or handing back licences to Ofcom.  
The shareholders’ joint experience 
in operating multiplexes provides 
security and expertise to underpin 
this new multiplex licence. 

xxix. As well as stimulating competition in the provision of DAB services, Sound 
Digital’s proposals offer major benefits for national radio advertisers.  
Recent consolidation in the number of national radio advertising sales 
points has been beneficial for the UK radio industry, serving to simplify the 
commercial proposition and facilitate efficient purchasing at scale by major 
media agency groups.   

xxx. Today there are two large-scale sales houses in UK commercial radio, 
operated by Bauer and Global Radio.  Other notable sales houses are 
UTV’s talkSPORT and First Radio Sales.  The latter is a joint venture 
between UTV and UKRD whose strength is in providing collective national 
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airtime sales for independently owned locally orientated stations.  Aside 
from this are specialist operators such as Sunrise Radio, Premier Christian 
Radio and Jazz FM – each of which forms part of Sound Digital’s line-up. 

xxxi. If Sound Digital is successful with its licence application, it will enhance 
competition in the provision of national radio advertising opportunities.  It 
will achieve this by strengthening Bauer’s market position, building on its 
leading position in digital radio.  It will also bolster UTV’s national sales 
business by broadening and developing its existing male-led audience 
proposition, securing its position as number 3 in the market.  Finally, it will 
support Sunrise Radio, Premier Christian Radio and Jazz FM in developing 
their existing independent sales operations. 

xxxii. All of this represents unqualified good news for the UK’s radio advertising 
market. 

xxxiii. In summary, Sound Digital offers strong pro-competition benefits not just for 
listeners, but for content providers, advertisers and the wider digital radio 
industry.  We look forward to realising these benefits if granted the 
opportunity to do so by Ofcom.  


